BNC Loaded 1U Slim Panels

Description
The 1U panels have 16 × 24mm holes to accept feedthrough and other XLR-format connectors with options of threaded
M3x0.50 or #4-40 UNC mounting bushes. A connector labelling strip is located on the front and a cable strain-relief bar is
fitted at the rear.
Applications include broadcast and AV patch panels, MIL, medical, control and instrumentation signal input/output panels etc.
The 1U assemblies can be factory loaded with the specific connectors required by the system designer including BNC, single
or dual USB or RJ45 with internal cable harnesses available as a special order. These pre-assembled panels simplify system
assembly, reduce manufacturing time, component count and cost.
The feedthrough connector range allows designers to integrate audio, video, digital, optical, networking and data feeds into
professional equipment for broadcast, lighting, audio, and industrial applications.

1U Panel Loaded with 16 Narrow BNC Feedthrough Connectors
MP008999
MP009000

1U panel loaded with 16 × SLIM, black, metal, 50Ω, BNC, feedthrough connectors
1U panel loaded with 16 × SLIM, black, metal, 75Ω, BNC, feedthrough connectors
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BNC Loaded 1U Slim Panels

1U Panel Loaded with 20 Narrow BNC Feedthrough Connectors
MP009001
MP009002

1U panel loaded with 20 × SLIM, black, metal, 50Ω, BNC, feedthrough connectors
1U panel loaded with 20 × SLIM, black, metal, 75Ω, BNC, feedthrough connectors

Dimensions : Millimetres

Part Number Table
Description

Part Number

BNC Loaded 1U Slim Panel, 16 Ports, 50Ω, Steel, Black, M3 Mounting Holes

MP008999

BNC Loaded 1U Slim Panel, 16 Ports, 75Ω, Steel, Black, M3 Mounting Holes

MP009000

BNC Loaded 1U Slim Panel, 20 Ports, 50Ω, Steel, Black, M3 Mounting Holes

MP009001

BNC Loaded 1U Slim Panel, 20 Ports, 75Ω, Steel, Black, M3 Mounting Holes

MP009002

Important Notice : This data sheet and its contents (the “Information”) belong to the members of the AVNET group of companies (the “Group”) or are licensed to it. No licence is granted for
the use of it other than for information purposes in connection with the products to which it relates. No licence of any intellectual property rights is granted. The Information is subject to change
without notice and replaces all data sheets previously supplied. The Information supplied is believed to be accurate but the Group assumes no responsibility for its accuracy or completeness,
any error in or omission from it or for any use made of it. Users of this data sheet should check for themselves the Information and the suitability of the products for their purpose and not make
any assumptions based on information included or omitted. Liability for loss or damage resulting from any reliance on the Information or use of it (including liability resulting from negligence or
where the Group was aware of the possibility of such loss or damage arising) is excluded. This will not operate to limit or restrict the Group’s liability for death or personal injury resulting from its
negligence. Multicomp Pro is the registered trademark of Premier Farnell Limited 2019.
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